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R.A.F. ADVENTURES IN THE DESFRT

Through the dust end smoke in which Allied squadrons fought during the first

week of the campaign above the battle grounds of Libya every individual pilot had

his own set target, each man his personal battle.

: The leader of a squadron of Kittyhawk fighters, over the Knightsbridge area

saw twelve Stukas .with a top cover of at least twelve Macchi 202s and Messerschmitt

109s, He led the squadron straight into the.- attack, and-a few seconds later two

Stukas were diving to destruction. The rest vanished.

A squadron commander■ of the Royal Air Force gave this description of an attack

on enemy transport columns in the battle of the.*
gap; "Our first sortie was made in

the first light of dawn. We left behind a dozen vehicles on fire and others dam-

aged, After that we ferried backwards and forwards. all day' until there was .just

enough sun to land by. The enemy columns; gradually thinned out as
v

gaps- were torn

in them-by bombing and strafing, , '
"

"Most of the time Messerschmitt 109s' were above us, wailing to pounce, and
*

our top cover fought it out with them. One hit that I saw 1-aid out a. refuelling

party. Bombs mangled men and vehicles oh the ground' every hour of the day. It

must have been an inferno to cross that gap. Smoking clumpsof vehicles littered

it everywhere." ,

Another-pilot brought his total score to 9 1/2 by shooting down a Stuka,

A few weeks before he shot down two Me 110 s and two Ju. 52s outof a total of

fifteen,aircraft destroyed -in an action over ; the .Mediterranean. His Kittyhawk

was escorting* Boston -bombers over the El Adem area whorl they-, saw eight Stukas and

one• Messerschmitt 109 bombing our positions, He engaged the 109, .'.which- broke

away, Then he wont for the Stukas.



"One Stuka made a head-on attack," he said, "and neither of us would give

way. It was a hit 'of a close do* I went over him with only about three feet

to spare Then I got in three bursts at another Stuka, and that did the trick.

He went straight down and. I saw him crash in flames,. '*

A Tomahawk pilot flying over the Side Rezegh area had to make a forced

landing. Three soldiers approached him and he thought they were Free French

but they were Germans* They seized, and. searched‘him, and he was planed with

some Army prisoners.

...
The -German guard spoke a little English and boasted to them that the

Germans Would be in Cairo- in a few days, ‘This particular Nazi was very arrogant

and aggressive until our artillery started shelling near the column. Immediately
there was consternation among the Germans and a retreat began, led by the

arrogant guard* In a. few minutes the prisoners found, themselves unable to

keep up with their captors, so they popper, into a shell hole, waited until

nightfall and made- their way back .to their own lines. This pilot is flying

again now in his original aircraft, which was salvaged next day* In their

hurried retreat the Germans had not attempted to pvt it out of action*

Another pilot, a youngster of twenty years, got his first success by

shooting down an enemy aircraft in the Knightsbridge area. "We were patrolling

over the army," he said, "and-we saw six Huns, I dived in on one of them, got

on his tail, gave him three bursts and watched, bits fall off him each time*

We dived about nine thousand feet andI reached hour hundred miles an hour*

In fact, I only just remembered to pull out an timc. I think the other fellow

Was dead. He Went straight in.-"

A sergeant pilot who was shot down in his Kittyhawk was' picked up by a
4

British armoured, car at a spot where a German panzer had been-only a few hours

previously, Back at brigade headquarter ~
he announced, later, "a colonel

clapped me on the -shoulder for the number of enemy vehicles we had destroyed*

He told me that fifty M,T, wore found bur t out after the British moved forward

to an area we had just been strafing* The co-operation from the Army was the

best ever. Every single time they gave c the real gen', and all we had to do

was to go in and do the job given us."
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